Industrial Process Model Integration using a Blackboard Model within a Pan Stage Decision Support System
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Abstract

This paper describes the critical features for information sharing and exchange between industrial pan stage process models within a knowledge based supervisory support system (KBSSS), for pan stage operations in a sugar mill. The innovation outlined underpins the integration of the industrial process models working cooperatively with a blackboard system to provide system forecasting of future pan stage operating conditions.

The primary topic of this paper will be a description of the approach and how it supports information exchange during the forecast process undertaken by the pan stage industrial process models with a focus on: (1) design features, (2) implementation and (3) application to the prediction process.

1. Introduction

Raw sugar production from cane is a nominally continuous operation, with 120-168 hours of processing per week, extending over 20-25 weeks of the harvest season. The crystallisation section, often loosely referred to as the pan stage, is the most complex part of the factory process where there are several batch wise and continuous crystallisation steps taking place concurrently [1].

In current Australian practice, two operators are normally employed on the pan stage. There is considerable process interaction between the pan stage and centrifugal stage although management of the centrifugals is undertaken by different operators. The overall strategic management of the pan stage is quite difficult because of the very large number of process streams of varying compositions and crystal growth rate characteristics which must be managed [2]. Often the pan stage is managed in a sub-optimal manner because an overview of operations encompassing cane receival section, juice processing stations, the pan stage and centrifugal station of the sugar mill is not available.

The pressures on the Australian sugar industry to reduce the costs of sugar manufacture and increase the consistency of producing sugar of high quality require a smarter strategy for operation. Previous research [3] acknowledges that no conventional software engineering methods exist to provide an overall solution to this industrial problem due to its complexity, the wide variety of information sources required to be managed, overall management objectives, lack of adequate sugar mill crystallisation stage industrial process models and requirements for advisory strategies and supporting advice [4] to validate recommendations. Such wide and varied requirements are not easily managed and no such software based system for their unification currently exists to provide a solution.

Currently, there is no such supervisory control system for pan stage operations neither in the Australian sugar industry nor, as best as known to the collaborators, in the world sugar industry with literature only referring to a rudimentary advisory system for pan stage operations developed over three decades ago [5].

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the KBSSS industrial process models used within the system. Section 3 discusses an overview of the blackboard model and its major features. Section 4 presents the method of interaction between the industrial pan stage process models and the blackboard system. Section 5 presents results for the approach with Section 6 concluding the paper by
presenting a discussion and conclusions. Acknowledgements are presented in Section 7.

2. KBSSS Process Model Overview

The pan stage is a complicated feed-forward and feed-back series of operations superimposed upon a series of batch and continuous processing operations. In order to forward predict future pan stage operating conditions, a sequence of process models to describe the overall process is necessary. A series of industrial process models [6, 7, 8, 9] collectively working together to describe the primary pan stage inputs and outputs are required along with actual models of the internal workings of the pan stage itself.

An overall encompassing view of the factory sections is currently not available and hence operators are not able to predict future pan stage loadings with any assistance from existing factory systems. Furthermore, prediction facilities are not available to determine the consequence of operators actions other than the actual forward estimates the operators intuitively carry out. The technique described in this paper is an approach to help solve this problem and make such facilities available.

The KBSSS uses intelligent systems technologies to provide a standardised approach for pan operations by integrating data from a variety of information sources from different sections of the sugar mill, along with dynamic process models of the pan stage and the collective knowledge and expertise of pan stage experts [5]. The overall system architecture and framework was presented in prior research [4, 10, 11].

A core feature of this system is a predictive mechanism to determine future pan stage operating conditions with industrial process models describing the pan stage and its interaction with the other sections of the sugar factory. This predictive behavior is a key characteristic of dynamic process models of the pan stage expert system framework [10]. The pan stage industrial process models [6, 7, 8, 9] are tightly integrated into and work in tandem with the expert system rule base and are a core system technology.

3. Blackboard Model Overview

The blackboard system is an artificial intelligence solution founded on the blackboard architectural-based model. The initial development of the blackboard system approach is synonymous with the Hearsay-II speech understanding system [12] for which the original approach was developed and consequently showcased as a major artificial intelligence system technology to aid in the solution of complex problems.

Blackboard systems are recognised as a very flexible and powerful system technique for expert systems applications requiring dynamic control decision and applications that combine multiple technologies [13, 14, 15, 16]. Furthermore, blackboard systems are recognised as having no equal for their powerful combination of capabilities. The benefits of the blackboard approach allows for information exchange between knowledge sources. Blackboard systems are a mature intelligent system technology with techniques available for ensuring their efficiency and flexibility [14] despite the relatively limited publicity and awareness afforded to them, even within the area of intelligent systems.

The use of a blackboard system is analogous to a team of experts solving a problem. Collectively the team of experts, known as “knowledge sources”, work towards an overall problem solution. Due to the individual expertise of knowledge sources, they each work on providing solutions to smaller parts of the problem that are specific to their domain. Once an overall specification of the problem has been constructed, each knowledge source interacts with the blackboard when information specific to their domain becomes available. This contribution then allows other knowledge sources the chance to apply themselves. This incremental approach continues with each knowledge source adding portions of the overall solution until the original problem is finally solved. A control mechanism is implemented which dictates the order that the knowledge sources may interact with the blackboard system. This establishes an effective and coherent method of interaction, between the knowledge sources, in problem solving.

A blackboard system consists of three major components:
1. Knowledge sources. Knowledge sources are the expert modules that interact with the blackboard.
2. Blackboard. The blackboard is the shared working memory.
3. Control mechanism. The control mechanism is the component used for scheduling the reading and writing of knowledge sources with the blackboard. This scheduling is used to organise the knowledge sources interaction with the blackboard in an efficient manner.

These blackboard model components and their interaction, in relation to the KBSSS, are depicted in Figure 1 with the control mechanism scheduling the overall interactions of the knowledge sources with the blackboard.

The blackboard approach allows diversity in the problem solving approaches able to be used by the knowledge sources, since these sources are totally independent and do not interact. The blackboard
architecture uses a common system for interaction between the blackboard and the knowledge sources. The blackboard can be viewed as a shared information repository of partial solutions, suggestions and contributed information that has been provided by knowledge sources.

The blackboard approach is a powerful problem solving architecture, allowing diversity amongst knowledge sources, providing a framework for combining fundamentally different knowledge sources and promotes modularity and independence during the design, implementation, testing and maintenance lifecycle phases of the application [13]. Given the requirements for an integration technique for the varying intelligent system technologies that form the basis for the major subsystems in the KBSSS design [4] the blackboard model is well suited to allow their integration and provide data exchange abilities.

4. Interaction between Blackboard System and Industrial Process Models

based upon the variety of knowledge sources used to carry out the overall forward prediction, the blackboard system is used to incrementally build a solution over the forecast period and work towards providing a prediction of future pan stage operating conditions. The blackboard system, as a shared working memory, stores results for each completed run of the pan stage process models and acts as the intermediary for the fuzzy inference engine to interact with for adaption of input parameters/model output to match against localized real-world conditions (the fuzzy inference engine processing and localization adaption is not covered in this paper).

At each prediction point the KBSSS builds a forward prediction and stores the value of each major process variable for each forecast point across the forecast period. This information is not only stored for information exchange between the subsystem models and access between the pan stage process models but also to allow review of archived data from previous forecasts. This is important to aid in performance reviews of the major system components through retrospective inspection.

Logically the blackboard storage structure representation appears in Figure 2. At each prediction point a series of data values are determined through use of the dynamic industrial process models working in tandem with the fuzzy rule base to generate a prediction of future pan stage operating conditions over the forecast period. The forecast period is broken down into a series of discrete predefined intervals over this forecast horizon and process variables tracked at each of these points. Successive predictions build up a series of prediction matrices consisting of variables \( var \) stored at each forecast interval \( t \).

The blackboard system implementation uses an industry standard relational database to store the information from the KBSSS knowledge sources. Database SQL queries are used for the insertion and querying of information sources within the blackboard system.

Implementation-wise the underlying database uses the logical structure, presented in Figure 2, and maps this to a predefined database table structure. This compact representation allows flexible information storage for knowledge sources with varying forecast periods. This representation is suitable for use with the pan stage process model forecast process. The tuple representing a row in the blackboard database is:

\[
\text{Tuple} = \{ \text{KnowledgeSource}, \text{VariableName}, \text{ForecastTime}, \text{PredictionTime}, \text{VariableValue} \}
\]

where,

- \( \text{KnowledgeSource} \) is the name of the knowledge source contributing the data,
- \( \text{VariableName} \) is the name of the variable that data is being stored against,
- \( \text{ForecastTime} \) is a date/time paired data value representing a forecast interval within the forecast period,
- \( \text{PredictionTime} \) is a date/time paired data value representing the time that the forecast was generated; and
- \( \text{VariableValue} \) is the actual data value stored.
An information hierarchy exists within the process models determining the order of their processing leading to a race condition in the scheduling of knowledge sources. Figure 3 shows the pan stage process model hierarchy. Pan stage process models higher in the hierarchy are dependent upon information from the more fundamental models at the lower levels. The arrows in the diagram display information flow required between the process models. The empirical vacuum pan models [6], as one of the essential and core pan stage process models, do not take part in scheduling by the blackboard scheduling system. The empirical vacuum pan models are static in nature and are used as local process model parameters for vacuum pan phase determination and forecast models. This relationship is in Figure 3 indicated by the broken arrow.

Models are iteratively processed based upon level within the defined hierarchy. Lower level models are scheduled for completion first with the next level of models in the hierarchy successively scheduled after their completion consecutively. In this respect, the control mechanism component of the blackboard model has been adapted from the traditional approach.

Scheduling of the procedures, for the individual pan stage process models, is undertaken by the blackboard control mechanism and maintains the data integrity through the ordered scheduling presented in Figure 3. The blackboard systems control mechanism is periodically run as part of the forecast process. This allows the forecast to harness new information on real world conditions and changes to sugar mill factory operational data from instrumentation.

5. Results

An example of the final published results for the blackboard model working to generate results of the syrup rate prediction model is provided in Table 1. A 90 minute forward forecast of sucrose and impurity quantities is presented for Racecourse sugar mill (Mackay, Australia) cane rake data at 11:45pm on 03/09/2003 for information specific to the 2003 cane crushing season [8].

This forecast was undertaken using the syrup rate prediction model validated in prior research [10]. This model works in tandem with the dynamic allocation algorithm [8] to apportion predicted quantities to forecast intervals over the prediction horizon. These intervals form the basis of the prediction time that quantities are associated with.

Table 1 displays the results of the sucrose and impurity quantities forecast using the previously
mentioned models to the blackboard information storage format. The VariableValue column stores the indicated quantity at the denoted forecast prediction times. The KnowledgeSource attribute from the tuple representation of the blackboard database is associated with the syrup rate prediction model in each row and has been omitted due to its common occurrence.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper presents a blackboard framework, used as a fundamental supporting technology, of the KBSSS for pan stage operations within a sugar mill. The blackboard system shares common mechanics and properties of the traditional blackboard system approach with adaption of the scheduling component to harness the capabilities of pan stage process models in providing a future forecast of operating conditions. The blackboard model is used to facilitate information sharing between industrial pan stage process models during the forecast process.

The innovation outlined highlights how a blackboard model can be used for information sharing between industrial pan stage models to allow for data exchange. Results from fundamental process models are then available for use by extended process models in accordance with the hierarchy presented. The order in which the knowledge sources are called is determined by the control mechanism in accordance with the data dependencies that exist between process models.

The modification to the traditional blackboard model is in providing an ordering of tasks for the control mechanism to undertake, in order to avoid a race condition. However this series of tasks is not a strict linear interaction with only the blackboard system. Fuzzy pre-adjustment of process model input parameters and post-adjustment of process model outputs (not covered in this paper) also occurs. This modification results in a hybrid control mechanism that is well suited to the blackboard model working in tandem with the pan stage process models as part of the overall KBSSS design.

The method presented in this paper when working in tandem with the syrup prediction model allows an overview of syrup loadings to the pan stage by relating the cane receival and juice processing sections of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VariableName</th>
<th>ForecastTime</th>
<th>PredictionTime</th>
<th>VariableValue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:00AM</td>
<td>18.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:15AM</td>
<td>16.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:30AM</td>
<td>19.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:45AM</td>
<td>18.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>1:00AM</td>
<td>19.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SucroseQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>1:15AM</td>
<td>19.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:00AM</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:15AM</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:30AM</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>12:45AM</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>1:00AM</td>
<td>2.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImpurityQuantity</td>
<td>11:45PM</td>
<td>1:15AM</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
factory directly to the pan stage. Results from this process model are then shared through the blackboard system, as illustrated in the paper, to allow extended industrial process models to collaboratively work in building a future forecast of pan stage operating conditions.
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